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CALENDAR
See the Squadron Calendar for Meeting Details

06 MAY-Corporate Learning Course
20 MAY-CTWG Conference
03 JUN-MEAM/springfield Arsenal Field Trip
17 JUN-Commander's Cup Rocket Contest
19 JUN-01 JUL
25 JUN-WAA Pancake Breakfast
23 JUL-ACES
14-20 AUG-CTWG Encampment
19 AUG-National Aviation Day
09 SEP-CTWG Smallbore Rifle Clinic
23 SEP-WAA Young Eagles
06-07 OCT-AOPA GON Flying
21 OCT-CTWG Smallbore Rifle Clinic

CADET MEETING
25 April, 2017

C/CMSgt Hannah Ramsey presented a report about the
nuances of leadership and follower-ship.

The cadets continued to build rockets for the upcoming
Commander's Cup and the CAP Rocketry Badge.

CADET FIELD TRIP

The Squadron will sponsor an all-day field trip on
July 1st. The New England Air Museum and the
Springfield Arsenal will be visited. Expect to
depart at 0830 and return around 1800. The Air
Museum charges and entry fee and we are
negotiating with them on the group price. It is
anticipated that the cost will be no more than five
dollars.

Experts will be on hand to discuss the exhibits.
Transportation will be provided.  Interested cadets
should speak to their parents. A commitment to
attend should be made by the meeting on May
23rd. Notify Lt Schmidt if you will be going. 

SENIOR MEETING
25 April, 2017

Maj Farley briefed the aircrews on some
important protocols for LISP, the sundown patrol.
Starting May 1st, it will be a daily mission. Good
communications with the Coast Guard is
emphasized.

Maj Noniewicz covered the schedule for the
USAF evaluation of the CTWG which started on
Monday. The exercise will concentrate on
photographic data acquisition along the shoreline
assuming a catastrophic natural disaster.  The Air
Force will task CTWG with a variety of missions
on Saturday and Sunday morning. Airborne
electronic and ground searches are likely as well
as transport missions. The Wing's response to
power and communication losses may be tested. 

http://ct075.org/
mailto:srocketto@aquilasys.com
http://ct075.org/


CURRENT EVENTS

MH 370 Search

Luke Kelly, an economics professor at the
University of Queensland, Australia, proposes
suggests free-market incentives to reinstitute the
search for the Malayan Airlines Flight 370 which
disappeared in the Indian Ocean two and a half
years ago. The abandoned search cost Malaysia,
Australia, and China about $150 million dollars.

Kelly believes that offering a bounty might
encourage investors to mount private searches. He
suggests that a consortium of nations and aviation
interests pool funds and offer awards for the
discovery of the aircraft of parts of the aircraft.
The bounty must be sufficiently high to survive a
cost-benefit analysis by investment interests.

Pilot Error and Failures to Communicate

Two recent crashes, one involving a stall and one
a runway incursion, offer warnings to the general
aviation pilot. A TU-2S Dragon Lady led to the
death of one pilot and severe injuries to another.
In Indonesia, poor communications led to a
runway collision between a Boeing 737 on take-
off and a towed ATR-42! 

Low altitude stall-spins and runway incursions are
ongoing problems in aviation. The U-2 crash
occurred while practicing stalls. The U-2 is one of
the most difficult aircrafts to fly. Its landing
approach speed is within 10% of its stall speed
but requires extraordinary finesse to make a
touch-down. The incident occurred while a U-2
pilot candidate was receiving stall instruction. 

The Air Force has determined that pilot error
caused the crash. Improper manipulation of the
controls led to a secondary stall. The aircraft
became unmanageable and both pilots ejected.
Upon ejection, one pilot was killed when he
struck the wing-tip. The second was burned by
the ejection seat rocket of the other pilot and
suffered leg injuries upon landing. 

In Jakarta one night, an ATR-42 was being towed
down a runway while a Boeing 737 was preparing

to take off. However, communications with the
tow crew and the 737 were on different
frequencies by two different controllers! As the
737 reached about 100 mph, the first officer
spotted an “object” ahead. They passed V1, the
speed at which the aircraft is committed to take-
off and the collision occurred. The airline crew
initiated braking and swerved the aircraft
managing to avoid a direct collision. The 727 lost
19 feet of its left wing and the ATR-42 suffered
wing and empennage damage. The passenger and
crew evacuated the Boeing and miraculously, no
one was injured.

The accident investigation found a number of
contributing circumstances. The Boeing crew
were tardy in aborting the takeoff. The controllers
and ground crew failed to coordinate their efforts
and use a common radio frequency and non-
standard lighting on the ATR-42 and poor ramp
lighting played a part in the incident.

About 15% of general aviation fatalities occur
due to a stall and spin in the traffic pattern. Poor
airspeed control and poor control harmonization
seem to be the majors causes of the traffic pattern
accidents.

An finally, experienced pilot are most likely to
fall victim. The U-2 crew were trained military
aviators and the instructor pilot had nearly 1,000
hours in type. In the civilian world, private and
commercial pilots are are more likely to stall in
the traffic pattern than student pilots .
Complacency is a killer. 

As far back as 1929, the likelihood that
experienced pilots were more prone to accidents
had been noted. Edward P. Warner, former
Assistant Secretary of the Navy, assumed the post
of editor of Aviation magazine. In a editorial
entitled “The Paradox Plane” Warner recounted
the record of the Curtiss HS-2L which was
regarded as the most dangerous plane in the naval
air service but had the best safety record.

The HS-2L, a flying boat was underpowered,
longitudinally unstable and has a proclivity to
spin from which they were next to impossible to 



recover. The Navy restricted their air maneuvers
to avoid any control losses. They then amassed a
record of 30,000 hours and two million miles
without a fatality.

Warner states that good safety records depend
upon respecting the flight characteristics of the
aircraft and keeping it within the performance
envelope. The second condition for a good safety
record is that the pilot knows his skill limitations
and flies prudently.

He reports that a Navy man once said that “All
good HS-2L pilots were killed off by 1923 and
therefore there were no more accidents!” Warner
explains this paradox:

What (the Navy man) meant was that there
was a certain group of pilots who had become
very expert in the handling of the boats. They
threw them around as only an unstable plane
can be thrown around, but the plane was
“tricky” and every so often a pilot would not
pull out. (quoted from The Curtiss HS Flying Boats by K. M.
Molson and A.J. Shortt)

In other words, the experienced pilots were cocky
and their bravado exceeded their skill level.  The
more restrained pilots survived because they
appreciate the circumstance which combines
piloting skill and aircraft capabilities.   

The Federal Aviation Administration safety
programs and those offered by organizations such
as the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association
(AOPA) are designed not only to increase pilot
knowledge but also to make aviators aware of the
personal and technological limits of aviating. The
FAA and (AOPA) training programs on the
dangers of maneuvering flight and the need for
good communication practices are designed to
prevent real problems and worth the time to
engage in them.

AEROSPACE HISTORY
Danny Shapira the Israeli Chuck Yeager

By 
Capt Ed Miller

(Editor's Note: The aircraft pictured as models
are part of the collection of Capt Miller. He has
several hundred in his collection, most to the
same scale and many representing specific
aircraft flown by specific pilots.)

In 1953, shortly after the end of the Korean War,
Lt. No Kum–Sok, a North Korean pilot, defected
in his MIG-15. He landed at Kimpo Air Base in
South Korea. The aircraft was transported to
Kadena Air Force Base in Okinawa where it was
evaluated by American test pilots. General Al
Boyd of the Air Research and Development
Command (ARDC) appointed Tom Collins and
Chuck Yeager to run the test program. It had been
Boyd who had selected Yeager to fly the Bell X-1
supersonically.

The tests revealed that the MiG could climb faster
and get higher than its US counterpart, the F-86
Sabre. But it had a multitude of control and
stability deficiencies and cockpit visibility was
poor. Collins and Yeager determined that its
capabilities were roughly equal to those of the
Sabre. In the end, superior pilot training which
took advantage of the MiG's weaknesses made the
difference and the Sabre enjoyed a very favorable
kill ratio over the Soviet design.



In August of 1966, Israel's “CIA”, the Mossad
arranged with Captain Munir Radfa of the Iraqi
Air Force to defect with a MiG-21 Fishbed. In
exchange Radfa received 300,000 dollars and the
resettlement of his family in Israel. With the
MIG-21 in its hands, Israel turned to its Air Force
Chief Test Pilot, Danny Shapira, their Chuck
Yeager, to fly missions to evaluate its
performance and to conduct mock dog fights with
their Mirage IIIC fighter. 

Danny Shapira with the MiG-21

Shapira found that the MiG-21 had a better climb
rate and acceleration but it could not turn with the
Mirage. The MIG-21 would fall out of a turn at
high speed and spin but the Mirage would just
buffet and keep on going. The faired canopy also
had a very large blind spot at 6 o'clock, a definite
downside in a fighter. Test results were
incorporated in Israeli pilot training and this step
led to a large ratio of kills over the Fishbed in the
Six Day War.

Test results comparing the Fishbed to the Mirage
were oddly similar to the comparison between the
MiG-15 and the Sabre. The Soviet aircraft could
climb faster and get  higher but had poor control
response at altitude. In the end, the difference was
in pilot training which focused on capitalizing on
the strengths and weaknesses of the respective
aircraft.

Danny Shapira, born in 1925, was a Sabra, a Jew
born in Israel. At the age of fourteen Shapira
joined the Hagana, an illegal Jewish military
organization operating during the British
Mandate.  He began flying gliders and became an
instructor at the age of eighteen. In 1944 he joined
a private aero club and began flying powered
aircraft. 

In 1948, after Israel achieved statehood, the
Israeli Air Service, sought to train and equip its
own national force of pilots and selected Shapira
for training in Czechoslovakia. His initial training
consisted of 80 hours in an Arado 96, followed by
flights in, what would become the first Israeli
fighter, the Avia S-199. The S-199 was a Czech
built derivative of the Messerschmitt Bf-109G. 

The major difference was that it was equipped
with a Junkers engine with a paddle blade
propeller. This engine/propeller combination gave
the a l r eady no to r ious Bf -109 v i c ious
characteristics especially in take-off and landing.
The Czech aviators name for the S-199 was
Mezek, Czech for mule, an useful but obstinate
and sometimes dangerous critter which could turn
on you in an instant.

Shapira never f inished training. When
independence was declared, five different Arab
nations invaded Israel and they were desperate for
aircraft and pilots. S-199s were disassembled,
loaded into cargo planes, and flown to Israel.
Foreign volunteers, the Mahal, filled in some of
the gaps but they were not enough.

Czechoslovakia offered Israel 50 used Spitfires
IXs which had been used by Czech pilots who
had flown with the Royal Air Force. The best of
these were fitted out with a slipper tank on the
belly and two drop tanks under the wings. But
they were short two pilots.

Mark IX Spit in the same livery as that flown by
Shapira in on display at the Israeli Air Force

Museum.

Shapira and Mottie Hod, the most promising
students, were selected to join the ferry flight.



Mottie Hod was later to be the Commander of the
Israeli Air Force (IAF) at the time of the 1967 Six
Day War. Both Shapira and Hod made a
successful ferry flight. The journey required
superior piloting skills. Two other pilots did not
make it. The Spits were somewhat unstable due to
the extra fuel and the weather was wretched.
Remember that Shapira and Hod were student
pilots not yet awarded their wings. They earned
their wings in 1949, two of the first four graduates
of the IAF Flight Academy. Years later IAF
Brigadier General Ran Ronen, himself an ace
with eight kills, called Shapira the most natural
pilot who ever touched a stick and throttle.

 
Avia S-199

Shapira was one of the Israeli fighter pilots to
receive conversion training to fly the Gloster
Meteor when the IAF formed its first jet fighter
squadron. When Israel purchased the Dassault
Ouragan (Hurricane) jet fighter, Shapira was in
the first group of pilots to convert to the type.

Dassault Ouragan in Israeli markings

Subsequent purchases of the Dassault Mystére
(Mystery), and the supersonic Super Mystére saw
Shapira’s continued flight testing of these

Dassault aircraft. His formal training as a test
pilot resulted from a French offer to attend the
French Test Pilot’s School at Istres Air Base. At
the time he was the first non French pilot to attend
the school.

B2 Super Mystére

When Dassault designed their new Mach 2 delta
wing fighter, the Mirage, it was offered for sale to
Israel. This occurred after France had withdrawn
from NATO and were eager to obtain customers
since they did not expect to be able to sell their
aircraft to the NATO Air Forces. Dassault offered
to demonstrate the Mirage prototype to General
Ezer Weizmann then Chief of the Israeli Air
Force. General Weizmann said he wanted to have
Danny Shapira fly the aircraft. Dassault refused
so Weizmann told them if Shapira didn’t fly the
demo Israel was not buying any aircraft.
Realizing that they desperately needed customers,
Dassault relented. 

Shapira was satisfied with the Mirage and
Weizemann ordered seventy six aircraft. While
the aircraft were under construction, Shapira lived
in France and worked on the testing of
modifications, unique to the Israel aircraft
associated with armament, load carrying ability
and extended range. He also tested the rocket
boosted Mirage. In this aircraft he reached a
speed of Mach 2.3 and exceeded an altitude of
70,000 feet. However, the auxiliary rocket added
weight and consumed too much fuel so it was
never installed on any of the aircraft which Israel
accepted.

When the first production Mirage was ready,
Shapira made the delivery. When the first
production Mirage was ready, Shapira made the
delivery. He supervised the delivery system and



flew 19 of the 76 flights.  In Israeli service the
Mirage was named Shahak, Hebrew for
Skyblazer.

Shapira and Weizemann with the Mirage
Prototype

During the Six Day War in 1967 Danny Shapira
was once again in business as a fighter pilot. On
the first day of the war he became the first Israeli
pilot to be engaged by and outmaneuvered an SA-
2 surface to air missile. The Israeli Air Force
showed that pilots with classic air combat skills,
flying a Mach 2 jet, armed with guns, still had a
place in an air to air missile world. IAF Brig Gen
Asher Snir once said, “You strap into a
Phantom…you strap on a Mirage.” 

Dassault Mirage IIIC (Shahak) 
The model carries the livery of  Giora Epstein, jet

“ace of aces” with 17 kills.

In 1971 Danny Shapira retired from the Israeli Air
Force and became Chief Test Pilot for Israeli
Aircraft Industries ( IAI).During his time with IAI
he would flight test the Nesher (Vulture) and Kfir
(Lion) fighters as well as the Arava (Desert) twin
turboprop cargo aircraft. The Nesher and the Kfir
have their origin in the French arms embargo of
1969. This embargo cut of the supply of
replacement Mirage fighters. 

By that time the latest Mirage variant was the
Mirage V and was being built under license in
Switzerland. IAI managed to obtain drawings for
the Mirage V and built their own version powered
by an IAI unlicensed copy of the Atar engine. The
Mirage V copy, incorporating changes to meet
Israeli requirements, was named Nesher. The
Nesher was in service in time for the Yon Kippur
War of 1973, and supplemented existing Shahaks.

Nesher

   
Israel realized that although IAI had been able to
build the Nesher, a Mirage V derivative, it needed
to be in control of its own destiny and not be
dependent on France for future aircraft decided
The result was to design and build it own fighter.
The new aircraft, the Kfir, was based on the
Mirage delta wing configuration, and  powered by
the General Electric J-79 engine. Danny Shapira,
once again, was the pilot who conducted the test
program.



Kfir 

During his time as Chief Test Pilot for IAI,
Shapira was involved with the development  of
their Arava, a Short Take-Off and Landing light
cargo turboprop aircraft. He traveled widely
demonstrating the aircraft and promoting its sale.
On one occasion, in Ecuador, he landed and took-
off from an 800 foot strip, 5000 feet above sea
level, with the temperature hovering around 90
degrees. 

The Avara at the Israeli Air Force Museum,
Hatzerim

Aviation also became a career for his children.
Daughter Irit became a Flight Purser with El Al.
sons Ronon and Oded became IAF fighter pilots.
Oded flew F-16s as a reservist and is an El Al
captain. Ronon flew F-15s and scored two kills
before becoming an IAI test pilot.  Ronon has also
headed an organization which upgraded MiG-21s
for sale to third world air forces. Ronon's business
venture allowed his father to once again get to fly
a MiG-21. Danny Shapira, in his sixties, was still,
as was Chuck Yeager, going to work in his flight
suit.

The short four minute extract from the biography
“Born to Fly” can be found on You Tube at:

http://www.bing.com/videos/search
q=danny+shapira+you+tube&view=detail&mid=
B1FC6C5FB1493FDE852AB1FC6C5FB1493FD
E852A&FORM=VIRE

Now, as Paul Harvey would say, “You know the
rest of the story.”

The models which illustrate many of the aircraft
with connections to Danny Shapira are from his

personal collection. Notably, most are to the
same scale and many of the are painted to
represent specific aircraft flown by specific

aviators.

Above: Lt. No Kim-
Sok's MiG-15 at the USAF Museum Below: Capt.
Munir Rafda's MiG-21 at the Israeli AF Museum

http://www.bing.com/videos/search

